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• Chromatic adaptation models are viewing-
























What if you want spectra 












































































































































































































Convert Stimulus & Adapting 
Stimulus to Wavenumber
Spectrally Blur Adapting Stimulus
Blend Adapting Stimulus with Ill. E
Divide Stimulus by Blurred & 
Blended Adapting Stimulus
Convert Back to Wavelength and 
Compute Colorimetry
Color Constancy
• No Blur of Adapting Spectrum
• D=1 (Complete Adaptation)
• Amounts to colorimetry on reflectance 


































interpretation of spectral 
sensitivity curves, Brit. Med. 
































• Appearance Scaling (Lightness, Chroma, 
Hue) for One Observer
• GretagMacbeth ColorChecker Chart 
(24 Patches)
• GretagMacbeth Spectralight III Booth 
(A, D75, TL84, CWF, Hor)
Results
• Median CIELAB Color Differences
• Various Models vs. Observed
• Various Models vs. CIECAM02
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Objects Under White Light
Chromatic Light
With Inter-Reflections
3 Patches of Colored Paper
3 Filters to Illuminate Them
The Results
Yellow Patch / Blue LightBlue Patch / Red Light Purple Patch / Green Light
The Results
Yellow Patch / Blue LightBlue Patch / Red Light Purple Patch / Green Light
Cubes
Cubes with Filtered Light
Yellow Cube / Blue LightBlue Cube / Red Light Purple Cube / Green Light
Cubes with Filtered Light
Yellow Cube / Blue LightBlue Cube / Red Light Purple Cube / Green Light
Cubes with Filtered Light
Yellow Cube / Blue LightBlue Cube / Red Light Purple Cube / Green Light
Adaptation to Full Scene
Inter-Reflections Reveal 
Spectral Information About 
the Objects and Help 
Separate Source & Object 
Influence
Conclusions
• A spectral adaptation model can perform 
similarly with chromatic adaptation models.
• Such a process could be useful in spectral 
imaging work-flows.
• The visual system does have access to more 
than 3 dimensions of color information in 
real-world viewing situations.
Thank You...
